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G. RICORDI & CO. 
Publishers - Milano 

Uruxelh .. -s - Buenos Aire.~ - London - LOrrach - Mexico - ew York Paris -
Sao Paulo - Sydney - Toronto 

NEW EDITIONS FOR GUil AR 
By MIGUEL ABLONIZ 

ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS 
129876 Partita in E (1956): Prelude, Minuet. Bourree, Sara.bande, Gavotte. 
129877 Bulerfa Gi,tana. 
12~878 '"Valsette" and Marcella (Little Ma.rch). 
129650 Giga (dedicated 10 Julia,n Bream). 
129346 ImprovisaJt.ion (homage to Villa-Lobos). 
129648 Four Recrellllive Pieces (in the polyphon,ic style). 
129649 Four PreJ.udes. 
129345 Ten Melodious Studies (second edition). 
129651 Tango Andaluz. 
TRANSCRIPTIONS 
129879 J. S. BACH, Fugue (1st Violin Sonata). 
129882 J. S. BACH, Two Gavottes (5th 'cello Suite). 
I 29880 J. S. BACH, Sara bande - Double, Bourree - Double (I s·t Violin 

Pa,r,ti>ta). 
129347 J. S. BACH, Two Bourrees (from 'French overture') and March 

(from A . Magdalena's book). 
129652 BEETHOVEN, Theme and Variation (from the 'septet'). 
129653 HANDEL, Aria (from the opera 'Ottone'). 
129654 HANDEL, Sarabande and Variations (from Suite XI). 
129655 RAMEAU, Six Minuets. 
129348 Three short ancient pieces : Aria by Purcell , Minuet by Clarke, 

Invention by Stanley. 
129349 Two anciernt 'Ariettes' by A. Scarlaitti and A. Caldarn. 
129884 A Guitar Anthology of Twelve Pieces (Purcell, Bach , Moz;art, 

Chopin, de Visee, Gruber, etc.). 
2 GUITARS 
129350 J. S. BACH, Prelude No. I (from 48 Preludes and Fugues). 
129351 A. VIVALDI, Aria del vagante (from 'Judi,tha triumpha.ns'). 
SONG WITH GUITAR 
129352 A. SCARLATTI, Sento nel core. 
129883 F. DURANTE, Danza , danza (gagliarda). 

Many of these compositions are already in the repertoire of the most 
important artists and are also available on records. 

Complete catalogues free on request. 

G. RICORDI & CO. 
Ufficio Edizioni e Propaganda, Milano-Via Berchet, 2. ITALY, 
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$ IE 'V IIIL IL IE lr IE I~ II A 
by Michael F. Elliott (Britain) 

T HE setting of the Seville Feria in April, the best known Fiesta of its 
kind in Spain, is situated on the large open space of ground known as 
the Prado de San Sebastian, opposite the old tobacco factory, 

(immortalised in Bizet's Carmen). 
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Casetas, which are temporary tent-like houses, covered with coloured 
canvas, are specially built for the occasion, and line the broad and lavishly 
decorated avenues running parallel through the Feria ground. They are not 
unlike large English beach-huts, closely packed and facing the roadway, 
highly ornamented and colourfully decorated with lighting, paper trappings, 
pictures, and beautifully furnished with tables and chairs. They become the 
temporary 'homes' of Spanish families and their friends throughout the Feria; 
and in them day and night for the four or five days' duration of the Feria, 
entertainment in the form of Flamenco dancing, singing and Guitar playing 
takes place. 

The main entrance to the Feria leads into the straight, caseta-lined 
avenues festooned with decorations, which are thronged with passing people. 
There the sound of voices, singing, palmas (hand-clapping), and the strong 
rhythm of castanets is to be heard, together with the rustle of the women's 
beautiful flounced Flamenco dresses. Flamenco dancing, usually accom
panied by castanets, takes place prolifically day and night during the entire 
Feria, the dances predominantly being the Sevillana, the typical Andalusian 
dance of Seville. If no guitarist is available for a particular caseta at any 
one time, Spanish people will, in their enthusiasm, dance to palmas (hand
clapping) and singing alone, or to guitar music from records, or even to music 
from a barrel organ. The huge size of the Feria, and its continuity throughout 
twenty-four hours of the day, would otherwise necessitate an army of 
Flamenco Guitarists to perform in each and every caseta. 
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The hubbub of the immense crowds visiting the Feria tends to drown 
all sound proceeding from a guitar; and the foreign visitor to the Seville 
Feria, taking a walk down the caseta-lined avenues in the hope of hearing 
notes from a guitar, may experience an initial disappointment; as although 
guitarists may be seen playing in various casetas, they cannot be heard from 
the roadway because of passing people. It is therefore a considerable help 
to the visitor, either to have Spanish friends already, or to be introduced to 
them at the Feria, so that he may be invited into one or two casetas. Spanish 
people are always most hospitable in this respect, and once the visitor has 
been invited into a caseta, he is made to feel at home immediately and 
receives the full bounty of true Spanish hospitality. 

It will be immediately obvious that the Flamenco Guitarist playing in 
such an environment of noise must be a strong and accomplished player, to 
give sufficient volume and strength of rhythm to the dancers where he is 
playing, and to be heard above the sound proceeding from adjoining casetas. 
Sometimes as many as five Flamenco Guitarists may be seen playing together 
in one caseta at a time. 

Good Flamenco is well known in Spain as a highly professional art, 
and most of the best Flamenco Guitar playing is performed privately within 
the larger casetas, where guitarists either play to their friends, or are hired 
by the organisation such as a Club or Society which owns the caseta, to give 
a performance with a full cuadro of professional singers and dancers. Some 
of the best Flamenco guitarists in Spain were to be seen present at the Seville 
Feria this year, playing in casetas or giving performances in the patios of 
private houses, and covering the whole field of Flamenco toques for singing 
and dancing. 

Not all Flamenco guitar playing is confined to the Feria ground itself. 
Coming away from the Feria, and passing through the parks and the beautiful 
white quarter of Seville with the typical grilled windows, narrow streets and 
patios, known as Santa Cruz, the visitor may be fortunate to hear a Flamenco 
guitarist playing in one of the numerous small plazas. Sometimes, especially 
at night, a group of dancers and singers will perform for a short while in one 
of these plazas, and then move on to the next one. This usually makes a 
beautiful scene, and is very attractive. 

The writer himself had the privilege of playing for Flamenco dancing 
and singing during the Feria again this year, not only in the casetas them
selves, but also in the plazas of Santa Cruz; Sevillanas, Fandangos, Soleares, 
Seguidilla Gitana and the Tientos group being the principal forms of 
Flamenco played, with Sevillanas and Fandangos subsequently at the 
Romeria del Rocio. 

The Feria was particularly successful this year because of the hot sunny 
weather enjoyed throughout the five days. It was also interesting to see more 
young Spanish Flamenco guitarists than on previous occasions, particularly 
boys, playing not only in casetas, but also in the streets ; with their friends in 
magnificent Cordoban hats and short jackets, and the girls in their beautiful 
Flamenco dresses, with flowers in their hair, making this Festival one of the 
most beautiful and famous in the world. 
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The writer (centre) with Paco Moreno 

playing for lively Flamenco dancing 

ourin~ the Seville F~rial 19~9 
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Photo: Lynda Froggatt 
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COVER PICTURE' 

H ere we show the 
entire picture of Miguel 
Abloniz demonstrating 
to a friend how to hold 
the guitar. Actually the 
photo was taken after 
sunset by Luciano Seni
galliesi during a motor
ing holiday. The lack of 
both chair and footstool 
did not prevent our 
contributor from plac
ing his hands correctly 
on the instrument 

MUSIC AT COMPOSTELLA 

T HE second International Course on Spanish music is being held (as we 
go to press) in Santiago de Compostella, Spain, from August 24th to 
September 24th. There is a course on composition in relation to 

Spanish music under the famous composers Espla, Jolivet, Mompou, 
Montsalvatge and Rodrigo. Lectures on ancient Spanish music are given 
by Mgr. Higinio Angles. The course on interpretation is in the hands of 
Victoria de los Angeles (singing), Gaspar Cassad6 (cello), Jose Iturbi (piano), 
Alicia de Larrocha (piano) and Andres Segovia (guitar). For information 
about this course write to Direccion General de Relaciones Culturales, Palacio 
de Santa Cruz, Madrid, Spain. 

FORTHCOMING LONDON RECIT AL.-John Roberts will play music 
by Valdemibano and Ponce (Sonata Romantica) at Salle Erard, 18 Gt. 
Marlborough Street on September 22nd at 7.30 p.m, 
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SEGOVIA'S GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS 
IN NEW YORK 

7 

T HE Society of the Classic Guitar, New York, celebrated in two ways 
Segovia's 50th year as a concert artist. 

Firstly, a portrait of Segovia in the style of an 18th century engraving 
was printed and distributed to all who attended Segovia's recital at the Town 
Hall on April 25th. It was designed by V. Bobri and G. Giusti with appro
priate text by Martha Nelson and Gregory d' Alessio. 

Secondly, on the following afternoon the Society met at Mirko's 
Restaurant to pay homage to Segovia and to present him with a gift of a set of 
gold studs and cuff links, decorated with small diamonds in the centres. They 
also presented him with a framed copy of his portrait (as described above). 
There were speeches by Gregory d'Alessio (Secretary of S.C.G.) and Vladimir 
Bobri (President of S.C.G.). 

Then Segovia replied in his quiet, sincere way. He told his audience 
that his whole life was dedicated to the guitar; how to play this instrument 
to perfection and evoke through it a rich, musical emotion in the listener, 
was the goal of his constant search. 

The final speaker was Helen Coule Lurie who expressed the feeling of 
all of enthusiasm for the guitar, for the S.C.G ., and its leading personalities 
and most of all-for Andres Segovia. 

THE ARTISTRY OF NINA DOV A 

, C OMPOSITE' would be the appropriate word to describe the artistry 
of Nina Dova. As a singer her voice is naturally pleasing and is 
used to good effect to produce delightful tones in a full range. Her 

dramatic talents, her charming appearance, her sense of dress and stage 
'craftmanship' with skilful use of the guitar combined to make a programme 
in which art and entertainment were well-balanced. 

Most of her songs were folk items collected from many lands-Colombia, 
Canada, America, Brazil, Chile, Haiti, etc. Gipsy themes of Garcia Lorca 
were outstandingly beautiful, but it is a matter of individual taste as to 
whether the introduction of little drums in some items (played by her hus
band, Stanley Koor) was necessary in view of the percussive capabilities of 
the guitar. A group of songs from Offenbach operettas made a pleasant 
interlude. 

Nina Dova certainly charmed her audience at the Wigmore Hall, London 
on June 6th- her first recital in Britain-and her appearance on B.B.C. 
Television on Sunday evening, July 5th, introduced her to a vastly wider · 
audience. Press reports of her concerts were excellent-to quote from the 
"Times: " .... her voice was appealing in its range both of pitch and tone 
colour"-and "Her guitar playing was extremely lively and imaginative." 
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CLASSICAL 
SPANISH 

MUSIC FOR 
GUITAR 

CLASSICAL ALBUM arranged by A. Nemerowski 

each book 

BOOK I 

BoccHERINI, A1enuet 
SCHUBERT, Moment Musical 
HANDEL, Largo 
BEETHOVEN, Allegretto 

Bagatelle in D 
MENDELSSOHN, Allegretto 
CHOPIN, Mazurka in C minor 

Two Preludes 
MENDELSSOHN, Song without words 
SCHUMANN, Triiumerei 

5s. 6d. 

BOOK II 

BACH, J. S. , Sarabande 
BEETHOVEN, Bagatelle i11 A minor 

Romance 
SCHUMANN, Lillie Study 
MOZART, Andante Grazioso 
RAMEAU, Rondo 
SCHUBERT, M enuet 
SCHUMANN, Album Leaf 
CHOPIN, Mazurka in A 

WEBER, Last Thought 

BOOK Ill 

BACH, J . E., Sarabande 
HANDEL, Air 
HAYDN, Me11uet 
BEETHOVEN, Bagatelle in A 
WEBER, Waltz 
BEETHOVEN, Menuet 
SCHUMANN, Cradle Song 
CHOPIN, Prelude in E minor 

Mazurka in E minor 
SCHUMANN, Reiterstiick 

ZIMMERMAN EDITION 
Sole Agents: 

NOVELLO AND COMPANY LIMITED 
160 WARDOUR STREET LONDON W.r 
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CLASSIC GUITAR REFERENCE CHART 
Designed by V. Bobri 

with a Message from Andres Segovia 
Th is convenient wall chart shows at a glance exact position of every note on 
the actual size fingerboard, diagrams for correct playing positions of hands Jnd 
body; valuable da:a on strings, guitar music, care of nails, etc. Indi spensable 
for teachers and students. Price $1.50 - Order directly from : 

V. BOBRI - 409 E. 50th STREET, NEW YORK 22, N.Y., U.S.A. 

·THE COMMONSENSE OF 
TECHNIQUE 

by Costa Proakis (Italy) 

IV. HOURS OF DAILY STUDY 

9 

"Too much mechanical practice may lead to this, that what is easy seems 
difficult, whilst what is difficult does not become easy."-M . HAUPTMANN . 

It is a common but entirely erroneous belief that the more one works 
the more rapid will be the progress made. While a certain amount of daily 
practice is indispensable, mental and muscular rest as soon as fatigue is felt, 
is equally essential. As already pointed out, concentrated attention becomes 
weakened after a certain period of time; that is why we should not let 
conscientiousness in our work drive us to ignore the "saturation" point. 

But it must not be thought that the first sign of boredom or tiredness 
is a providential permit to take our ease in an armchair. There is always 
a "reserve" energy that should be used with intelligence. If for instance 
we are working on barre exercises till our hand begins to ache, this does 
not mean that we are on the point of collapse; we can continue without fear 
by changing over to practising scales which call into play a different set 
of muscles. When boredom is felt, just before we reach to mental fatigue 
we can change over to a different subject. 

The most beneficial form of study is obtained by dividing the time 
available into periods not exceeding one hour at a time, and by practising 
every day. In practical language half an hour's work every day of the week 
is far better than three and a half hours on one day. 

If the pupil is allotted say one hour a day for practice, it is far better 
to arrange for two half-hours as far separated as possible; and this in the 
case of all of them, and invariably in the case of beginners and children. 
But seldom should we exceed four or five hours daily, for it is practically 
impossible to sustain concentration over so long a period. Those who study 
eight or more hours a day, do so because they rely less on their brains and 
more on the mechanical training of their fingers. 

There are admittedly some people who need "warming up" and who do 
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not really settle down to work for ten minutes or so, and in such cases the 
sub-division of time available should be made with intelligence. 

Hence, if we realize that progress does not depend on the number of 
hours we give to our work, but on the intensity with which our mind is 
applied to it, we will save ourselves dreary and wasted hours. When once 
we have discovered that real application had resulted in the mastery of 
something that once we could not do, we will find that what began with 
effort has become a sustaining desire. 

V. CONCLUSION 
"To master an art requires a lifetime and early training is not neglected 
with impunity."-R. SCHUMANN. 

T HIS method of studying implies considerable effort especia11y at the 
beginning, but it is the shortest way for effective and rapid results. 

Instead of a quantity of exercises, quality is what is needed, instead of 
prolonged physical work, intensive brain work. Concentrated attention and 
auditory control will eliminate the need for endless repetitions conducted more 
or less mechanically. 

To sum up, the following then are the principal points to be observed 
in study: 

1. Arrange a fixed daily programme of study. 
2. Prepare your mind. Concentrate on the definite piece of work 

before you. 
3. Take the right "position" and sit as comfortably as possible. 
4. Play the piece once or twice, look over it thoroughly and note with 

a pencil all the difficult passages. 
5. Ascertain whether the difficulty originates from the left or from 

the right hand, and then analyse all the movements. 
6. Repeat the difficult passage until it is played perfectly at least five 

times in succession. 
7. At the moment of feeling tired it is more beneficial to stop and 

relax. 
8. Avoid mechanical repetitions; concentrate and repeat. 
9. Train yourself from the outset to sense with · accuracy rhythm, 

harmony and quality of sound. 
10. Control your emotions and never allow yourself to be carried away 

by your temperament. 
11. In order to obtain natural movements, keep the fingers ready for 

action, that is , above their respective frets and strings on which 
they have to press. 

12. Never play carelessly even if nobody is listening to you or if the 
opportunity seems to be of little importance. 

It is to be hoped that this brief analysis will prove useful to many a 
guitarist. A musical education based on such principles can do much towards 
developing character and personality. 

Art is the end the student should have in view, and inte11igent study is 
the means to that end . It is essential therefore that we should train our 
mind more than our fingers . 
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JULIAN BREAM- AMERICAN TOUR 1959 
Oct. 8th Philadelphia, Pa. Oct. 27th Moorhead, Minnesota. 
. , 10th Washington D.C. Nov. 2nd Berkeley, California . 
" 

13th Pensacola, Florida . ., 12th Toronto, Canada. 
., 17th Chicago, Ill. .. 17th Rochester, N.Y. .. 19th Normal, Ill. ,. 19th Potsdam, N.Y . 
., 20th Lawrence, Kansas. ., 20th Metropolitan Museum of 

22nd Appleton, Wisconsin . Art, New York, N.Y. 
., 25th Madison, Wisconsin . ., 24th Columbus, Ohio. 

During January 1960 Julian Bream will be in Germany and Italy. 

SEGOVIA'S U.S.A. CONCERT TOUR 1960 

January 4th- Burlington, Vt.; 6th-Baltimore, Md.; J2th- Ithica, N.Y.; 15th-Detroit, 
Mich.; 16th-Washington D.C. ; 19th-New London, Conn.; 2lst-Boston, Mass.; 
26th- New Orleans, La. ; 29th-St. Petersburg, Fla.; February 3rd, 4th and 5th-San 
Francisco, Cal. ; 7th- Stanford, Cal.; 9th-Portland, Ore.; 12th-Seattle, Wash.; 14th
Santa Monica, Cal.; 16th- Los Angeles, Calif.; 18th- Van Nuys, Cal.; 20th- Monterey 
Park, Cal.; 23rd- San Diego, Cal.; 25th- Manhattan, Kansas; 28th- Denver, Colorado; 
29th-Scottsbluff, Neb .; March 7th-Ann Arbor, Mich; 13th-Chicago, Ill.; 19th
Brooklyn, N.Y.; 21st- Princeton, New Jersey; 23rd-Westport, Conn.; 26th- Rochester, 
N.Y.; 28th-Buffalo, N .Y. ; April lst- Montclair, New Jersey; 3rd-New Canaan, 
Conn. ; 5th- Syracuse, N.Y. ; 7th-Ottawa, Ont., Canada; 9th-Hempstead, N.Y.; 
April 12th and 13th- Toronto, Canada; 18th- Watertown. Conn. ; 25th-Pittsburgh, 
Pa.; 27th- Cbapel Hill, N .C. ; 29th- Pbiladelphia, Pa. 

FOR THE GRAMOPHONE 

Monitor MC 2024. Alexander lvanov-Kramskoy, guitar. 

Var,ia,tions on Russian Themes for Guitar and Orchestra by A. Ivano,v-.Krarnskoy 
with orchestra ,o.f Folk Instruments, conducted ·by Nikolai Anosov. 
Prelude in D minor .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . A. lvanov-.Kramskoy 
Coura,Me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bach- Segovia 
Spanrish Serenade .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . Mala-ts 
VariatioDJS on the Russian Folk Song "Spinning Wheel" . Mikhail Vrisotsky 
Concer,to for guitar and strin,g quartet . . Guiliani 

Note on slip case : "Alexander Mikhailovicb Ivanov-Kramskoy was born 
in Moscow in 1912. He showed ability in music at an early age and learned 
to play the balalaika by himself when he was only seven. In 1931 he began 
to study the guitar with J>_. S. Agafoshin and conducting with Professor K. S. 
Saradzhev. He continued his studies at the Moscow Conservatory and his 
concert and teaching activities began as early as 1932. Besides his concerts 
and teaching activities, lvanov-Kramskoy has composed many pieces for 
solo guitar, guitar and orchestra, and he has made many transcriptions for 
guitar. He has written a Method for playing the six-string (classic) guitar 
which has been reprinted in several editions .... . " 
Our Correspondent C.S. writes :-

"The liveliest record news of the last few months is the appearance of 
a record by Alexander lvanov-Kramskoy, the Russian guitarist . The Giuliani 
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Concerto for Guitar and String Quartet is substantial music, not recorded 
before as far as I know, and doubly welcome because we get so few com
positions for guitar in the larger forms. The playing of both l vanov
Kramskoy and the Quartet is accomplished and musicianly. The Orchestra 
of Folk Instruments with which l vanov-Kramskoy plays the Variations on 
Russian Themes contains many plucked instruments, probably balalaikas 
and in any case makes a novel and pleasing combination. It is good to hear 
the guitar playing music outside the familiar repertoire, especially music with 
so much vigor and life in it." 

Period SPL 732. Luigi Boccherini : Sinfonia in C; Cello Concerto in C (sic). 
Giovanni Giuseppe Cambini : Sinfonia Concertante for Oboe, Bassoon, 
and Orchestra. Orchestra Accademia dell'Orso, ewell Jenkins, dir. 

Not a new record, this has apparently not been included in previous lists of 
guitar records ; but it should be, because the Boccherini Sinfonia resembles 
a sinfonia concertante with a large part for guitar, which introduces themes 
and is prominent in many passages (and was specified, according to Newell 
Jenkins, in Boccherini's original score). Oddly enough, the Boccherini Cello 
Concerto is the same one included on the Decca Archive record 3057 with the 
Boccherini Quintetto op. 50 no. 3 in which the guitar part is played by Fritz 
Worsching- and is there described correctly as in D, and as a "Concerto per 
ii Violoncello obligato", op. 34. C.S. 

Epic LC 3479. "Virtuoso Guitar" by Rey de la Torre. 
The seven items of this recording are Sonata (Giuliani), 'La Filla del 

Marxant' (Llobet), Fandanguillo (Turina), Recuerdos de la Alhambra 
(Tarrega), two jtems by Falla and Choros No. 1 (Villa-Lobos). 

"Thruout, Sr. de la Torre, always the dedicated artist, plays with a light 
yet positive touch. His is the ability to extract the last full measure of 
meaning from the music pages" .-Witchita Beacon. 

Catb~dral Strings 
Sole Manu facturers 

SPANISH GUITAR STRINGS 
Processed Nylon and 
Wound on Terylene 

Each 

281 1st Nylon 1/9 
282 2nd ,, 2/-
283 3rd ,, .. . 2/5 
284 4th Wound .. 2/7 
285 5th 2/9 
286 6th 3/1 
287 Set ... 14/7 

Gut and Wound 
on Silk 

Each 

136½ 1st Gut 2/10 
137½ 2nd 3/-
138½ 3rd ,, 3/7 
148 4th Wound 2/10 
149 5th 3/4 
150 6th 3/7 
150½ Set . 19/2 

BRITISH MUSIC (GN) STRINGS LID., 130, Shacklewell Lane, London, E.8. 
ENGLAND. 
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FOR AMUSEMENT ONLY! 
by Tim Verey ('Timbuctoo') 

N INA DOVA was singing a fine old ballad-and singing it superbly, 
with feeling expressed by the very considerable dramatic talent which 

- · she commands. Her guitar accompaniment blended with and enhanced 
her rich clear voice, and the tension of the ballad story built up to a climax 
where a sonorous clock struck the fatal hour. 

Most guitarists would have thrummed a minor chord to denote the 
sound of the chimes, but to my amazement she held her guitar by its neck 
perpendicularly and allowed it to swing to and fro like a pendulum. At 
each swing she struck a resounding chord without interrupting the movement. 
It was all done in such good taste and with such artistic regard for the 
interpretation of the song that nobody could have called it a 'cheap stunt'
and it certainly was most effective on television. 

But I wonder just how far unorthodox technique can be accepted. It is 
by no means new. A century ago dear old Madame Sidney Pratten used 
to entertain with her guitar at soirees which were more aristocratic than 
musical. 'Fairies' often came into her music, and in one of her solos she 
imitated the crying of a little lost fairy by pulling the first string sideways 
while playing top E (12th fret) . She can therefore claim to have invented 
'blued notes' - though that is rather a doubtful distinction. 

A few years ago there was a music-hall performer who app~ared on 
the stage playing a violin. At the right moment he touched a hidden spring 
and the instrument collapsed into several pieces, to the amusement of the 
audience. No doubt Mr. Ridge could invent a guitar which would collapse 
itself-and the audience! Actually, something of the sort really did happen, 
though it was not intentional. Johann Mertz, a guitarist who lived during 
the first half of last century, had a guitar made which could be taken to 
pieces to facilitate packing on his concert tours throughout Europe. On one 
occasion it bad not been properly re-assembled, so it fell apart during the 
recital. I don't suppose poor Mertz was amused! 

But surely the limit was reached by the Circus which introduced an 
elephant 'playing the guitar'-though, come to think of it, the poor perverted 
pachyderm could not be much worse than some df the 'rock and roll' 
strummers! 

I once saw some Hungarian jugglers throwing guitars about and playing 
a simple tune on them as they caught them, but I am not suggesting that 
Segovia and Bream should team up in such an act, clever though it was! 
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fllie 91vdli o.f a 
{J,uita't 

or 

Making a Concert Guitar 
by 

ERIC V . RIDGE 

28 pages illustrated. Contains 
also photos of well-known 

guitarists. 

Price 7/- or One Dollar 
from 

I.C.G.A., 47 Clarence Street, 
Cheltenham, Glos., England. 

Please order direct. 

JOSE YACOPI 
Formerly of Barcelona 

J{OW 

RIVADAVIA 1188 
BUENOS AIRES 

ARGENTINA 
accepts orders for custom-made 

CONCERT GUITARS 

priced 100 guineas ; 
($300- $400) 

M . L. ANIDO's MODEL 

150 guineas 
($500) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

§ § 

~ NEW GUITAR MUSIC ~ 
~ L. V. GASCON Six Argentine Compositions in ~ 
§ the popular style (Easy) 5s. 6d. § 
§ Ronda baturra. J ota Aragonesa 5s. Od. § 

i C. GUASTAVINO Cantilena No. 9 (Tr~bol) 2s. 6d ~ 
§ T. POMILIO 10 Pieces by Famous § 
§ Composers, Bk. 2 (Easy) 3s. 6d. § 

§1\ P. TSCHAIKOWSKY Valse des fleurs, transcribed §§ 
§ by N. Casuscelli 3s. 6d. § 

§ Published by RICORD!, BUENOS AIRES, and available § 
§ 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

from all Music Dealers or 

G. RICORD! & CO (London) LTD 
§ 
§ 
§ 

271 Regent Street London W.l § 
§ . § 

~ ~ ~~~0"',(6,~(&"'j~r..P)(c:?)~(6". t&)c.:::::::')~~~t6"'i~~Cd)<&)0')(&)~0')0')0')~C..~ 
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ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS 
London College of Music 

BLANCHE MUNRO, A.G.S.M. has been appointed Professor of Guitar at 
the London College of Music, Great Marlborough Street, London, W.l., 
England. 

Commencing with the Autumn· term guitarists will be offered a full-time 
course in preparation for the Diploma of Licentiate of the London College 
of Music (L.L.C.M.). Guitar students will be eligible for bursaries and 
scholarships awarded by the College, and Major County Awards granted by 
the county educational authorities. Those taking part-time tuition in guitar 
may join classes in Rudiments, Harmony, etc., if they wish . 

This college was founded in 1887 to provide sound musical instruction 
at a strictly reasonable cost. It took over a house formerly occupied by the 
famous actress Sarah Siddons and the present building includes the central 
offices, many studios and practice rooms, and a Concert Hall at which 
students' concerts and recitals (open to the public) are held. There is also a 
reference library of books and music. The present director is Dr. Reginald 
Hunt, F.R.C.O., F.L.C.M. The Diploma of Licentiate is recognised by the 
Ministry of Education for the status of 'qualified teacher'. 

Royal Conservatory of Music of Toronto 

Eu KASSNER has been appointed to the teaching staff of the Royal 
Conservatory of Music of Toronto, Canada. 

Mr. Kassner, President of the Guitar Society of Toronto, has done much 
valuable work to promote the interests of the classic guitar in Toronto. He 
is a gifted musician and an inspiring teacher. 

FORTHCOMING RECITALS 
JOHN WILLIAMS 

1959 
Sept. 25th- B.B.C. T.V., 2.05 p.m. 

Schools' Broadcast. 
Oct. l 9th- Sutton Coldfield. 

7.30 p.m. 
Oct. 22nd- Reading, 1.15 p .m. 
Oct. 25th-Clevedon, Som. 
Oct. 3lst-Monkwearmouth, Sund. 
Nov. 4th- Wigmore Hall, London . 
Nov. 6th- Ammanford, Carm. 

STATEN ISLAND CONCERT 

AT a concert at Staten Island 
Museum on April 19th, 

Rolando Valdes-Blain played six 
guitar solos. Pavanne (Milan), 
Guardame las Vacas (Narvaez), 

Minuet and Rondo (Sor), Tremolo 
(Maza), Fandanguillo (Turina) and 
Leyenda (Albeniz). He also per
formed duets with violinist Oscar 
Ravina: Sonatas Nos. 7 and 12 
(Paganini) and Entr'acte (Ibert). 

ELISABETTA (Lolita) TAGORE 
QN a short concert tour in Ger-

many recently Elisabetta Tagore 
gave recitals at Wi.irzberg, Bad Orb 
and Frankfurt. The first and last 
were under the auspices of the 
"Dante Alighieri" Society of Rome. 

Miss Tagore has decided to use 
her actual first name, Elisabetta, 
instead of. Lolita. We understand 
that she will give recitals in Eng
land during the · autumn. 
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GIBRALTAR GUITARIST 

W ILLIAM GOMEZ, 19-year-old guitarist, was heard in recent B.B.C. 
broadcasts. He was 'guest artist' in some 'Tuesday Tunetime' 
programmes in which his solo guitar alternated with the B.B.C. 

Concert Orchestra of 80 instruments. He is a strong player and his guitar 
was heard clearly in spite of the contrast with the massed sound of the big 
orchestra. 

William Gomez is no stranger to London, having been evacuated to 
Putney during the war. He studied the guitar in Madrid and has given recitals 
in Spain and in Gibraltar. Although he began with flamenco he now prefers 
more serious music, and is reported in the "Radio Times" to have said : "A 
classical guitarist cannot afford to divide his talents." 

S.C G. PRESENTS MUSIC FOR GUITAR, 

VOICE AND FLUTE 

SEEKING new and appropriate areas for the guitar, the Society of the 
Classic Guitar, New York, joined forces with the Vocal Centre to present 
a fascinating evening of contemporary music in Carnegie Recital Hall 

on June 15th. T.he performing artists were Julio Prol, guitar; Ralph 
Freundlich, flute ; and Connie McNeill, lyric coloratura soprano. A most 
unusual feature of the programme consisted of four compositions for voice, 
flute and guitar by young American composers especially commissioned for 
this concert : 3 Songs from the Spanish by Vernon Martin on texts by William 
Cullen Bryant; Evening Hymn in Latin by Daniel Pinkham; 3 Songs to 
poems of Walt Whitman by John Wilson; 3 Fragments from Sappho by 
Charles Mills. The remainder of the programme was comprised of the duo 
and solo possibilities of the three artists. Receiving first performance in 
New York were two songs with guitar, Petenera by Moreno Torroba and 
Cantaras by Joaquin Turina. Other songs with guitar accompaniment were 
El Mirar de la Maja of Enrique Granados, Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 and 
Modinha from the pen of Villa-Lobos. Miss McNeil and Mr. Freundlich 
performed Wallingford Riegger's Music for Voice and Flute and Herman 
Berlandt's Alleluia. Mr. Prol played Preludio No. 1 by Villa-Lobos and Mr. 
Freundlich did likewise with Mr. Berlandt's Pastorale for flute alone. In 
addition to the commissioned works, Mr. Berlandt's two compositions were 
heard for the first time anywhere. 

Messrs. Prol and Freundlich joined in playing Jacques lbert's Entr'acte 
for flute and guitar and 3 Hungarian Dances by Bela Bartok transcribed for 
the same instruments by Philip Dunigan. A capacity audience responded 
enthusiastically t9 the demands this varied and adventurous programme made 
upon the participating artists . 
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Left to right : Ralph Freundlich, flutist; Connie McNeil! , lyric coloratura 
soprano; Julio Pro!, guitarist (see previous page). 

A HAUSER FOR FIVE POUNDS! 

A SHORT time ago a thief entered the flat of Mr. Alexis Chesnakov, and 
stole his Hauser guitar (valued at £300). This is the instrument which 
was played on for more than a year by Julian Bream, until he acquired 

his present guitar made by Monch. 
A description of the guitar was. circulated to music shops, etc. On the 

following day the thief took the guitar to a shop in Putney (London) and 
tried to sell it for £5. He was arrested on the spot and the guitar has been 
returned to its owner- undamaged! 
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A must for every guitarist! 

Major and minor diatonic scales. by 

A. SEGOVIA 
New revised edition with Spanish and 

English text ... ... $1.50 
Three Flamenco Variations by 
Sophocles Papas ... $1.00 

GUITAR SHOP, 1816 M. Street, N.W. 
Washington, 6. D.C., U.S.A. 

STEVENS LE-GRICE 
SCHOOL OF GUITAR 
The Complete course of personal or 
postal instruction for the Classic Guitar 

-see Members' Announcements. 

Write or Call: 

29 Caledon Road, 
East Ham, London, E.6. 

SEGOVIA IN LONDON 

A GREAT audience welcomed Segovia at the Festival Hall,. London, on 
Sunday afternoon, June 8th, when he appeared for a recital in aid 
of the United Nations Children's Fund . Youth formed a large 

proportion 9f that audience and of these m,my were students of the guitar. 
Reporting the occasion under the heading "A Lesson in Guitar Playing" 

the "Times" said : "Mr. Segovia has spent a long life demonstrating the noble 
qualities of the guitar; whatever indignities others may inflict on it, none of 
yesterday's audience is likely to forget that it is a truly musical instrument." 

CLASSICAL GUITAR CIRCLE, NEW YORK 

MORE than thirty items of guitar music were played by members of 
the C.G.C. at a concert at the Society of Illustrators in New York 
on June 12th. Those taking part were :-Robert Levering, David 

Harrison, Thomas Anthony, Helene Susman, Alice Artzt, William Matthews, 
Marian Baer, Gloria Wiener, Frank Falcone, Jeanne Willis, James Yar
brough and Durant Robertson. 

On July I Ith the Circle enjoyed a garden party at the house of Mr. and 
Mrs. George Baer. There were guitar solos and duets in plenty and some 
delightful songs- from Haitian to Russian- by Mrs. Baer and Natasha 
Bellow. 

NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA 

T HERE is good news of the guitarists in Australia. The Classical Guitar 
Society in Sydney continues to meet and enjoy much good guitar 
playing. New arrivals from Europe have joined, and some excellent 

guitars are in use by members including two Tatay concert models, a Her
mann Hauser (Jnr.) 'Segovia' model, two Monch guitars and a beautiful 
'Petersen', an instrument of fine materials and workmanship with a tone 
outstanding in volume and timbre. 

We understand that Sadie Bishop is now in Melbourne, where quite a 
number of people are learning the classic guitar, 
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THE GUITAR IN AUSTR;IA 

PROGRAMMES received from Austria show plenty of guitar playing 
at concerts organised by Music Schools and Academies. Not only are 
there solo recitals but a considerable amount of ensemble playing with 

guitar. In several of these programmes the guit ,irist was Prof. Karl Scheit. 
Two of Prof. Scheit's pupils have had academic appointments as teachers 

of the guitar : Heide Hoschek at the Conservatoire of Klagenfurt, and Gustave 
Grassauer at the Conservatoire of Innsbruck. Heide Hoschek took a prominent 
part in a concert at the Vienna Academy of Music on June 24th, playing 
solos by Frescobaldi, Giuliani (Sonata), Burkhart, Ponce (Preludes), Albeniz 
(Leyenda), taking the guitar part in Otto Seigl's Sonatine in D-moll for violin 
and guitar, Handel's Sonata in A-moll for recorder and guitar, and 
accompanying on guitar some of Haydn's Lieder. 

BELFAST AND BALLYMENA 

NORTHERN IRELAND has not had a visit from a guitarist for a very 
Jong time, if ever, so guitar enthusiasts looked forward eagerly to 
the visit of Julian Bream in De:ember. He was to give two concerts 

with tht: City of Belfast Orchestra- at Ballymena on the 4th and in Belfast 
on the 5th , but fog prevented him from arriving for the Ballymena concert 
and his place was taken at short notice by Norman Watson, a 28-year-old 
architectural assistant who has frequently broadcast on N. Ireland radio. In 
addition to the evening concert there was a shortened version of the 
programme in the afternoon before 800 senior pupils of the Ballymena 
schools. The local press said: " In his group of solos he played admirably 
several of the pieces scheduled for Mr. Bream's performance." 

·Julian Bream's concert in the Ulster Hall, Belfast on the following day 
was a tremendous success. He played Malcolm Arnold's Serenade for Guitar 
and Strings and a group of solos. 

Norman Watson shared a programme with a brilliant 16-year-old horn 
player at the University Music Society's concert in Belfast on February 10th 
playing music by Sor, Bach, Villa-Lobos, Albeniz, Tarrega and Iglesias. 

JANOS ROSTAGNI 

WE learn, with regret, of the death of Janos Rostagni in Budapest, 
Hungary, on May 18th, due to a heart attack. He was 77 years 
old, but right up to the last day of his life he was working for the 

guitar. 
Rostagni did much to make the guitar popular as a solo instrument in 

Hungary. He helped young talented guitarists, often holding gatherings in 
his own flat and doing everything possible to make the guitar better under
stood and known. His compositions for guitar were published mostly in 
Italy and, later, in Germany. 

The Hungarian guitarists have lost a most sympathetic and inspiring 
friend whose influence and teaching will , however, live on through them. 

J.H, 
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RECITALS IN SWITZERLAND 

T HE Greek guitarist Spiros Tbomatos gave two guitar recitals during June 
at Scbaffhausen, Switzerland. The first (June 12th) was at the Spanish 
Club and the second (June 19th) was at the Schaffhausen School of 

Music. His programme on the latter occasion included works by Milan, 
Handel, Sor, Bach, Giuliani, Ekmetzoglou, Paganini, Tarrega, M. Torroba 
and Albeniz. Before the recital an introductory talk about the guitar and 
its history was given by his wife (who is Swiss). This is believed to be the 
fi rst time that classic guitar recitals have been give~ in Schaffhausen. The 
local press contained exceJlent reports and acclaimed them as a great success. 

After leaving Greece, Spiros Thomatos spent seven months in Spain 
(where he played recitals and broadcast) before going to live in Switzerland. 

EVANGELOS ASSIMAKOPOULOS 

STUDENTS of the guitar who aim at reaching 'recital' grade usually have 
to do so by prolonged and concentrated study and practice. Occasionally, 
however, there comes to a teacher a student so talented that he (or 

she) is able to achieve the same results in far less time. Such a student is 
for the teacher not only a great joy but also a great responsibility. 

That is how Professor Dimitri Fampas felt when six years ago Evangelos 
Assimakopoulos, the thirteen year old son of a Greek physician, became his 
pupil at the Guitar Course of the Conservatory of Athens. 

Within the first year, young Evangelos had mastered the second volume 
of Pujol's 'School', Giuliani's Arpeggios, Carcassi's Twenty-Five Studies, op. 
60, and part of Aguado's No. 62! 

Perhaps this was rather a heavy 'diet' for so young a student and one 
can sympathise with his request for some music of a lighter nature. Prof. 
Fampas wisely agreed to this on condition that studies by Sor, Aguado, etc. , 
were not neglected. Soon the young guitarist had the opportunity of hearing 
some of Segovia's recordings and also guitar music of various periods played 
to him by Prof. Fampas. At school he learned to read English and found 
great interest in "Guitar News". 

The first public appearances of Evangelos Assimakopoulos were at the 
Conservatory Students' Concerts. Distinguished music critics of four Greek 
newspapers singled him out for special commendation. 

On completion of his studies at High School he took a post at a com
mercial bank. Whether he will eventually make the guitar his career remains 
to be seen; meanwhile he continues his study of the music of the guitar in 
his spare time. 

The latest news of this brilliant young guitarist is that the Literary 
Society ·Parnassos' is to present him in a recital of guitar solos at the Parnassos 
Ha.11. Athens. in ovember. His programme will include works by Luis 
Milan, R. de isee. Weiss. Bach, Sor, Tarrega, Turina, Moreno Torroba, 
Albeniz. etc. 
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EVANGELOS 

ASSIMAKOPOULOS 

I 

LIVIA SAO MARCOS 

T HE Municipal Theatre of Sao Paulo, Brazil, is a magnificent building 
which has been referred to by a well-known local writer, Odette de 
Faria (who is also a distinguished pianist) as 'Our Temple of Music' . 

Many great artists and famous orchestras have performed in the 'Temple', 
but only twice since it was built has the guitar been heard within its walls. 
In 1941 Segovia played there. 

On April 18th the guitar was heard again in this Theatre- and the 
guitarist was a young Brazilian lady, who was not even born at the time of 
Segovia's recital. Livia Sao Marcos, now 17 years old, was there to play 
her first concerto- Vivaldi's Concerto in C major. The orchestra was the Sao 
Paulo Youth Symphony Orchestra conducted by Mario Ferraro. The 
performance was a great success, and Odette de Faria reported to her news
paper that 'Livia Sao Marcos accomplished her difficult task without fear, 
and with the courage and assurance that come from honest and. persistent 
study made with love'. 
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GUITAR MUSIC 
G ITAR SOLOS 

"Five Diversions" by Alexander Bellow recently published by Ricordi , (New York) 
is best regarded as a suite though, of course, each movement could be played as a 
eparate item . This is attractive music with a freshness due to the capable inventiveness 

of the composer. The use of 'five-four' time in some of the movements is a pleasant 
change. and not difficult to master. Definitely an item for the recital repertoire, but 
the two final movements, being less difficult, could be studied first by the 'not-so
adva nced'. The fingering is thorough and helpful. 

"Sonatina in A minor" by Thos. B. Pitfield (published by Mills Music Ltd., Den
mark Street, London W.C.2) is good music for the beginner. It consists of a Prelude 
and Six Variations on a Russian Theme in the open key. An ideal 'first solo' for 
the student. 

"Tre Composizioni per Chitarra" (Three compositions for guitar) by Mario 
Castelnuovo-Tedesco are published separately by A . Forlivesi & Co., Florence, ltaly 
(agents for U.S.A. and Canada- G . Ricordi & Co., New York and Toronto). These 
are some more of the 'Greetings Cards' in which the composer uses musical phrases 
based on the name of the person to whom the work is dedicated, the alphabet being 
re lated to the chromatic scale. 'Preludio in forma di habanera' (for Bruno Tonazzi), 
' inna N anna' (for Eugene Escovado) and 'Canto delle Azzorre' (for Joseph Enos). All 
three pieces have been edited and fingered by Bruno Tonazzi. The name of the com
poser is sufficient guarantee of the quality of the music. 

'Segoviana' by Darius Millhaud (published by Heugel et Cie, Au Menestrel, 2 bis, 
Rue Vivienne, Paris 2e, France). Dedicated to Andres Segovia by such a distinguished 
contemporary French composer-a member of 'Les Six'-this musical gem is, by its 
existence. recognition of the guitar as played by Segovia. Millha ud lived for a while 
in Brazil and also for seven years in U.S.A. One of his more unconventional com
positions was his arrangement of part of a Catalogue of Flowers for voice and chamber 
orchestra. 

Guitar Solos from Ricordi; Sao Paulo, Brazil (and associa,ted firms) . 

A series o,f pieces •typical of the music of ,the Rio Plata region of South America 
is being compile.d by Isaias Savio. The first three i·tems of this colleotion are Celeste 
y Blanco (Esti lo), Serenata Campera an,d Varia.coes de Gato. 

A group oif three items of music of South American character is published under 
the tit le '3 Pe93s'. The composer is Luis Alba an,d the Hems are Cieli1:o, Evocacion 
1 ativa and Per icon. 

Guitar solos from Ricordi, Buenos Aires, Argentina (an,d associa•ted firms). 

Carlos Guastavino has had many composit:ons published, ,among them ten Cantilenas 
for piano. A t least three o,f -these, Nos. I , 8 and 9, have been made ava.ilahle by the 
composer for solo guitar. A graceful melodic line seems to be an essential feature of 
this form of composition . 

Domingo P rat. com pile.r of an immense 'Dictionary of Guitarists' , composed a 
pleasing little Vidalita with the title 'Pasiona rias'. 

Pericon acional by Gerardo Cr.asso ha.s been arranged for guitar by Olga Pierri
and it is quite easy to play. A valse 'Claudito' an,d an ·estilo 'Enioanto' by Juan Carlos 
Zemp are published together under one cover- nice work for the first year student! 

T wo separately published works by Andres A. Chazarreta will please those who 
like light melodious music-Provincia del Chaco (va lse) and Llaita Mauca (chacarera). 

An album of '6 Composiciones A rgentinas' by Leon Vicen1e Gascon is intended 
for the elementary grade student. Most o f this South American music, though light , 
is interesting rhythmically and makes good reading practice. There is eviden,tly a great 
demand for it in its place of origi n, a nd no doubt it can Lead to a •taste for more 
profound ID\JSic. 
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ALBUMS OF GUITAR SOLOS 
"8 Easy Pieces for Guitar" by Theo Forrer, Guido Topper, Wim van Lier and 

Pieter van der Staak (published by Broekmans and Van Poppel, Amsterdam, Holland). 
Students of the guitar have been known to complain that all their studies were com
posed more than a century ago. They would like to try some 'modern' music (discords 
and all!) but the 'modern' works are much too difficult for the beginner. Well, here 
is what they wanted and no doubt they will find it stimulating and amusing, even if 
Grandma does ask: "What on earth are you trying to play?" 

"10 Composiciones de Autores Celebres" (book 2) collected and edited by Tomas 
Pomilio, published by Ricordi , Buenos Aires. These easy studies are all from the early 
19th century period- Sor, Paganini. Carcassi, Giuliani and Meissonier- a useful album 
for the student. 

"Wybor Etiud" in two volumes of more than 40 pages each- is a very compre
hensive graded collection of some 90 studies and exercises com piled by Jozef 
Powrozniak (publishers: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyezne, Poland). Not on ly are the 
usual Spanish and Italian guitarists represented (Sor, Carcassi, etc.), . but German and 
Russian also. There is a wide range of keys and much interesting music including 
some by B. Henze, L. Mozzani , A. Ivanov-Kramskoy and Prof. Powrozniak himself. 

"Diez Estudios" and "Diez Composiciones"- Domingo Prat's first and second 
albums of transcriptions and original compositions are for the rather more advanced 
student and recitalist. Works by Vivaldi, Rameau, Cimarosa, BurgmUller, Areas, 
Rubenstein and several lesser-known composers are included, while_ Prat's Campanela 
Study on a Bach theme, and his arrangements of two Inca "Yaravis" make these 
albums extremely interesting. They are published by Ricordi , Buenos Aires. 

"20 Pezzi Celebri" transcribed by Giuseppe Farrauto (Ricordi, Milan) is another 
fascinating collection of solos most of which are well-known. The album includes a 
Nocturne by Liszt, Minuets by Bach, Gluck and Mozart, a Gavotte by Lulli. Ruben
stein's famous Melody, and items by Pergolesi. Verdi. Brahms, Chopin. Schumann, 
etc. The 'grade' is somewhat more easy than those of the Prat Albums . 

VOICE AND GUITAR 
"John Runge's Collection of Early English Lute Songs and Folk Songs with guitar 

accompaniments in the style of the Period"- has as many merits as there are words 
in the title of this album recently published by Hargail Music Press, New York, U.S.A. 
The 24 songs are chosen and arranged with exceedingly good taste, the accompaniments 
a re not difficult to play yet retaining essential musical interest. There is a song for 
all tastes and for each mood- from the tragic 'Geordie' to the rollicking 'Old Daddy 
Fox'. A 'must' for the singer-guitarist. 

"Canti di Natale" (Christmas Songs) is the title of a collection of eight carols 
published by Berben, Modena, Italy. J. Breguet has arranged them so that they can be 
played as guitar solos, but the words and vocal line are given in case they are required. 
The carols are real gems: they include 'Nana' (Spanish), 'Oi Betleem' (Basque), three 
French and two English items and, of course, F. Gruber's 'Stille Nacht' . 

FOR TWO GUITARS 
'Serenade' by Andre Jolivet (published by Heugel et Cie, Paris). This music is 

one of the finest works ever written for two guitars. It is a challenge and a test for 
all guitar duos. Written in 1956 for the Presti-Lagoya Duo, to whom it is dedicated, 
is has been played by them superbly. There are four movements-(!) Preludio e 
Canzona, (2) Allegro Trepidante, (3) Andante Malinconico and (4) Con Allegria. 

Three transcriptions for two guitars by Emilio Pujol and Matilde Cuervas have 
been published by Union Musical Espafiola, Carrera de San Jeronimo 26, Madrid, 
Spain: 'Oriental' by 1. Albeniz (from the Suite 'Songs of Spain'), Danza Espafiola No. 2, 
and Danza Espafiola No. 6 by E. Granados. These are issued as separate items. The 
-a rrangements are of the usual Cuervas-Pujol concert standard with plenty of helpful 
fingering. . · 

·"Sull'Aia" and "Madrilena" for 2 or 3 guitars by Luigi Oreste .Anzaghi are light, 
easy-to-play pieces in valse and · rumba tempo. Both items are published under one 
cover by Ricordi. Milan. 
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HOW WE SHOULD START THE STUDY 

OF THE GUITAR 

by Miguel Abloniz (Italy) 

Chapter V-THE LEFT HAND 

T HE elbow, helped by the correct wrist position should point as much 
as possible directly to the ground, which, naturally, is the direction that 
involves less effort. It is a mistake, a bad habit contrary to the law 

of the least effort, to send the elbow high towards the left or in towards the 
body, against which there is absolutely no reason for the arm to go and rest. 
These wrong positions certainly cause a contraction of some muscles, useless 
and harmful to the free action of the hand. 

The wrist is one of the important performers in the play called "left 
hand". How funny and at the same time bow sad it is to watch badly trained 
guitarists send their wrist leftwards when using the index, rightwards when 
using the small finger, frontwards when playing on the bass strings and back
wards when playing on the higher ones! 

When the thumb is placed just under the imaginary line that runs along 
the centre of the neck, and the fingers are on the 6th string, the wrist should 
be as low as possible as if it were being pulled by a spring attached on the 
ground at a point one yard away in front of it. To get an idea of how 
much out the wrist should be kept, imagine that if the frets were prolonged 
in their same straight direction until they reached the player's correctly placed 
left hand, they should contact the palm more or less at the lines that in 
chiromancy are called of the 'heart' and of the 'head'. That means that all 
three phalanxes of the fingers must be kept higher than the fingerboard level, 
as in good piano-technique. I wish to draw attention to the great resemblance 
between the movements of both wrists : left and right; as the right wrist goes 
up and down in order to enable the fingers to strike any string as much as 
possible in the same conditions, so the left wrist, from the highest distance 
above the ground, where it is when we play on the 6th string, it reaches the 
lowest distance from the ground when we play on the 1st string, making thus 
possible the energetic and hammer-like action of the fingers which should 
press one string at a time with the centre of the fingertips. As it is to be 
expected, at the beginning when all this is explained to the student, he becomes 
•wrist conscious' and, afraid of doing a wrong movement, he blocks it in one 
place! As we pass from the 6th string on to the 5th, 4th, etc., that is from 
the lower (in sound) to the higher ones, the wrist has a tendency to go back, 
obliging also the other parts of the !!_rm to do the same. Nevertheless, by 
careful exercising we must learn not to let it go back more than one or two 
inches; many· badly trained guitarists on reaching the 1st string hold the 
hand and forearm in a straight line, the wrist having withdrawn as much 
as fi e or six inches. To conclude, when we start playing on the 6th string 
and gradually pass over the higher ones, the wrist should go down and just 
a very linle backwards. 
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The thumb, although apparently not used in playing, is of extreme 
importance. Supposing that the guitarist knows how to hold his instrument 
(high on the chest while the nut of the guitar should never be hig~er than 
the left shoulder), we must examine the position of the thumb (A) in relation 
to the neck and (8) in relation to the fingers : 

(A) While we play, he who loo~s at us from in front should never see 
the thumb appear above the higher edge of the fingerboard. Of course we 
do not deal here with guitarists of the 'old school' who used their thumb 
also for pressing notes on the 6th and even the 5th string. The correct place 
for the thumb then is almost the centre of the under side of the neck. 

Try to press a note on the 6th or 5th string with any finger, in the 
following two ways : (l) by placing the thumb high (sticking out above the 
edge of the neck) and you will notice that it is difficult to reach the string 
and let the extreme phalanx fall perpendicularly on it, and (2) place the 
thumb at the centre of the neck (and even, in this case, a little lower) and 
you will immediately observe that your fingers seem to have gained in length, 
they reach the string easily and the extreme phalanx falls perpendicularly, 
thus eliminating the risk of touching with their internal side the neighbouring 
string. 

(B) The position of the thumb in relation to the fingers needs a rather 
longer explanation : each finger cannot do its work well, unless through the 
neck it feels the presence of the thumb under it or at least near it. Speaking 
metaphorically, we could say that : the four fingers would have been more 
happy had they ~ach of them had their own thumb! But since we have only 
one, we must use it in such a way that its presence, its support, be well felt 
by all the fingers. 

Without the need of a guitar one may get a good idea of the correct use 
of the thumb by the following : try to touch with the tip of the thumb the 
tip of any finger. That is all! This 'attraction' of the thumb towards the 
tip of any acting finger exists even when the guitar neck lies between them. 
We often notice badly trained guitarists pr_ess a string, for instance, with their 
ring finger, while their thumb lies under, or presses towards the direction of, 
the medius, or the index or even sticks out more leftwards pointing to the 
head of the guitar; this really most serious technical vice is enough to spoil 
the correct development of the entire left han_d technique as it compels the 
fingers to be placed sidewise, instead of parallel to the direction of the frets, 
while the wrist and the palm approach more or less the back surface of the 
neck. 

We have also seen quite a number of photographs of well-known 
guitarists (of the past and present) showing them from in front in playing 
position, who use their thumb in a wrong way : this digit, seen under the 
lower edge of the fingerboard, is nearer to the head of the guitar than their 
index is, something that should never happen; in this case if one suddenly 
pulled up the neck of their guitar while these players did not expect it, he 
would see their fingers and hand tum in the direction of the clock hands, 
whereas when the thumb and fingers are correctly placed and balanced, if the 
guitar were suddenly lifted away, the extremities of all the fingers would fall 
on the tip of the thumb with absolutely no turning of the hand whatsoever. 
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Almost always when various fingers are in action the thumb lies under 
or near the medius where it is better centred. _If for insta.nce we press on 
the 3rd string various times C and D (fifth and seventh frets) with fingers I 
and 3, while finger l never abandons the string, the best spot to place the 
thumb is under fret 6, that is in the middle, forming somehow an isosceles 
triangle with fingers I and 3. If we press various times the same two notes 
with fingers 2 and 4 (while finger 2 stops on the string continuously), we 
notice that the thumb is more at ease if it goes slightly nearer the fifth fret. 
If now, still on the 3rd string, we press various times B, C and D with fingers 
l , 2 and 4 respectively, we see that the thumb is better placed exactly under 
the fifth fret, but if we press B, C sharp and D (3rd string) with fingers 1, 
3 and 4 we notice that the whole is better balanced if the thumb goes a little 
nearer the ring finger. With these examples I hope I have made clear what 
I mean when I say that the thumb should be at the 'centre of action' existing 
in any position. Very often a difficult passage may become easier and the 
sound of a better quality when the thumb is placed in the correct spot. While 
doing a barre, to establish the equilibrium and good partition of the forces, 
the thumb approaches the index which in this case has to press more than 
one string, but let it be clear: the thumb, logically, should never go beyond 
the index, which is the finger that will always be the nearest to the head of 
the guitar. 

Note : The thumb is mostly used unbent, to keep the wrist low and out._ 
To be more precise : the thumb should be straight (1) when we make a barre 
on whatever number of strings; (2) when we play on the four higher strings 
(higher in sound) . We may slightly bend the thumb when we play on the 
5th and 6th string, not to displace it from the centre region where it usually 
lies. When we play beyond the IOth fret, the thumb, because of the 'heel' 
of the neck and the sound box, begins to stay behind and leave the centre 
of action, until when we play on the 19th fret, it lies on the inferior edge of 
the fingerboard, near the 13th fret or so. 

The quality of the sound being always our final object : when we play 
vibrato the thumb may either be completely removed from the neck or touch 
it either lightly or in the usual way. 

(To be continued). 

THE GUITAR AND YOUTH 
AS one of a series of talks 

organized by Cheltenham 
o:.nh Council on .. Are Hobbies 

Worthwhile·· \ ilfrid M. Appleby 
on June I h addre sed an audience 
of :oung people on .. The Story of 
the Guitar.. . By way of demon
stration gui ar olo were played 
by 1i hael Maddoc - (aged 15). 

TWO GOLD MEDALS 
TWO pupils of Stepan Urban, 

Professor of Guitar at Prague 
Conservatoire, won gold medals for 
guitar solo playing at the 1959 
Vienna Youth Festival. They are : 
Milan Zelenka (Gold medal with 

honours). 
Barbara Effenberger-Polaskova 

(Gold medal) . 
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CONCERTS IN MONTREAL 

AT a concert at !'Ecole Normal de Musique, Montreal, on April 9th, 
fol~ songs (harmonised by Claude Champagne) were rendered by the 
Petit Ensemble Vocal of the School to the accompaniment of guitars 

played by Louis Spritzer, Victor Berman, Lorne Kastner and Pearl Lapin 
(see picture above). 

At a concert of Spanish Poetry and Music at the Montreal International 
Theatre on June 15th, Abel Nagytothy-Toth played guitar solos by Ponce, 
Tarrega and Sor. 

NEW GUITAR CONCERTO 

MALCOLM ARNOLD'S Guitar Concerto was performed for the first 
time at Aldeburgh Music Festival during the last week of June. Julian 

· Bream, guitarist, was accompanied by eight instruments in this work, 
which held the attention by its pleasing progressions. The 'Times' described 
it as a "deft study in autumnal tones- friendly and lucid in texture". It 
certainly is another welcome addition to the growing list of concertos for the 
guitar, · 
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The Classics of the Guitar 

MARIA LUISA ANIDO 
The volume of 64 pages, wi,th coloured cover, contains : 

bi<.>graphy; 60 rare and original p'ho,togrnphs: reproductions of documents; 
letters and autographs of M. Llobet and other masters; Tarrega's guitar and 
other info rm a;tion of great interest. Notes, translation and text in Italian 
by E. R. Roveri. Photography by F . Redaelli . 

For orders (advance payment only ) write to :
EDIZIONI E. R. ROVERI, Via Piatti 3, Milano, Italy. 

Price, includ ing postage, $2.50 (U.S.A.). 18/- sterling. 1.500 Italian lire. 

NEW MUSIC BY MIGUEL ABLONIZ 
From Ricordi & Co., Milan (and associated firms) 

ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS (REVI EWED BY P. J. GAMBLE) 

129876 Partita in E. 
An interesting work in classical style, very reminiscent in places of Bach 

and de Visee. 
129877 Buleria Gitana. 

A cheerful, light piece in flamenco style that should present no difficulty 
to players of average ability. 
129878 "Valsette" and Marcetta (Little March). 

Of these the Marcetta is the easier and a most suitable piece for beginners. 
The Valsette contains interesting harmonic progressions and is exce11ent for 
developing the left hand. 

All three pieces are well printed and the fingering clearly marked with 
Miguel Abl6niz's usual precision. 

TRANSCRIPTIONS (REVIEWED BY D. R. KNAPMAN) 

129879 Fugue from the 1st Violin Sonata by J. S. Bach. 
This colossal Fugue, transcribed in E minor, is the result of long and 

patient research in order to discover the best way .to transfer to the guitar 
this important work. 
129880 Sarabande and Double, Bourree and Double from the 1st Violin 
Partita by J. S. Bach. 

These beautiful pieces may be played as solos or duets, that is, the 
Sarabande with its Double, and the Bourree with its Double. This is not 
only ·a valuable addition to the guitar duet repertoire but also affords the 
student the opportunity to interpret with his teacher either part, 
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1298~ Two Gavottes from the 5th 'cello Suite by J. S. Bach. 

29 

A pleasing work, well suited to the guitar and harmonized in the spirit 
of the composer. The second Gavotte could be a Neapolitan Tarantella, with 
its characteristic and fascinating rhythm. 
129883 Danza, Danza. A Gagliarda for voice and guitar by F. Durante. 

A beautiful song with guitar accompaniment which can be played as a 
duet, a guitar or flute playing one octave higher, the second guitar perhaps 
adding some harmony to the melodic line. 
129884 A Small Anthology of 12 pieces by Various Authors. 

Every guitarist should have this work and enjoy these arrangements of 
ancient and modern, classical and romantic gems. There are pieces for all 
tastes and it will be enough to mention Purcell and Mozart, Sevillanas 
(Spanish), 'Black Eyes' (Russian) and a charming arrangemept of An Old 
Coventry Carol which was suggested by the reviewer. 

To speak of 'fingering' in Abl6niz's works, which now number 70 in 24 
covers, seems useless. This master has so well developed this chapter of 
technique of the guitar he seems naturally to choose the ideal fingering which 
contrives to serve the musical phrasing and the technique. 

Rioordi's are to be congratulated not only on these fine quality produc
tions but also on their publishing works of real talent. All guitarists will 
appreciate these valuable additions to the guitar literature and will wish to 
compliment the transe:riber for his untiring efforts on their behalf. 

~""""""""""""""""""""""""0')")""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""=""""""""""""""""""""""""""':IJ 
i NEW GUITAR MUSIC i 
i M. ABLONIZ Buleria gitana 2s. 6d. i 
i Partita in E (1956) 2s. 6d. i 
§ The Guitarist's little Anthology § 
§ 12 famous pieces 5s. Od. § 

~ F. DURANTE Danza, danza. Galliard for ~ 
§ voice and guitar, edited § 

§ by M. ABLONIZ. 2s. 6d. § 

~ G. FARRAUTO 20 Famous Pieces, graded i 
§ in order of difficulty. 7 s. 6d. § 

§§ Published by RICORD!, MILAN and available from i 
§ all Music Dealers or § 

§ G. RICORD! & CO (London) LTD § 

~ 271 Regent Street London W.1 i 
&,,""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""0':?l""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""~ 
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MUSIC FOR GUITAR 
edited karl scheit 

BACH, J. S. 

CARCASS! 
CORELLI, A. 

DOWLAND, J. 

HAYDN, J. 

LECHTHALER, J. 

PASQUINI, B. 

ROBINSON, TH. 

SoR, F. 

Three Easy Pieces 
Sarabande and Bourree from the Parti ta in B 

minor for Yin . Solo 

Studies of Moderate difficulty 
Sonata a tre Op. 4 No. 5 for 2 Treble Recorders 

and Guitar 

Two Galliards 
Air and Galliard 
Air and Gigue 

Quartet in G Op. 5 No. 4 for Flute, Yin., Viola 
and Guit1r. Cello ad lib. 

Divertimento for Guitar, Yin., and Cello 

Suite for Two Guitars 
Variations- Suite Op. 49 No. 2 

Sonata in D minor for Two Guitars 

Allemande and Galliard 
Toy, Air and Gigue ... 
Five Pieces 

Twelve Easy Pieces from Op. 60 
Andante Largo Op. 5 No. 5 

TELEMANN, G. P. Sonata in Canon for Two Guitars .. . 

VIVALDI, A . Sonata in G minor for Yin . and Guitar 

* * * * 
CARULLI Guitar School (Eng., Germ., French text) 

3/3 

3/3 

6/-

6/-
3/-
3/-
3/-

12/-
7/-

9/-
3/6 

7/-

3/3 
3/-
3/3 

6/-
3/-

5/-

6/-

7/6 

This is a selected list. For a complete listing of our publications 
for Guitar please write for our complete catalogue. Copies of the above 
music will be sent for inspection on request. 

UNIVERSAL EDITION 
(Alfred A. Kalmus, Ltd.) 

24 Great Pulteney Street, London, W.1 
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MEXICAN GUITARIST 

ANTONIO FLORES ROMO 

ANOTHER HAUSER 
QN June 29th in Reisbach / Vils, 

Germany, another Hauser 
made its debut. But the word "its" 
must be corrected to "her" for the 
new Hauser is a daughter for Helga 
and Hermann. Her name is Ulrike 
Irmela Alfonsa, and she will 
undoubtedly grow up as sweet as 
the sounds of the guitars for which 
her father and grandfather are so 
famo us. 

"THE GUITAR REVIEW" 

Stop Press: 

No. 23 of "The Guitar Review" 
has just arrived. Its main theme 
"The Guitar in U.S.A." has been the 
subject of considerable research 
work. The music consists of two 
winning items of the 'Colorado Trail' 
competition. As usual it is most 
artistically presented. 

We regret to announce the death on August 21st at the age of 50 of 
Verge[ Vanzora Bellson, wife of Albert Bellson of St. Paul, Minn. , U.S.A, 
She was a well-known teacher of the guitar and other instrf.{ments, 
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COMPLETE STOCK 

of Tone Woods 

SPRUCE 

EBONY 

ROSEWOOD 

Ready inlaid Rings, Purfling 
and Tools 

Semi-finish Necks 

Send stamps for Free List 

H. L. WILD 
510 EAST 11 STREET 

New York City, 9, N.Y., U.S.A. 

·->·->-·-·-·<- ➔· :,r. 

ETTER QUALITY , t 
SK FOR 

- fL . 
NYLON STRINGS FOR 

CLASSICAL GUITAR 

World's finest strings, Used by 
leading arti sts. H and mad e for 
utmost precision, Available in 

silver plated or pure si lver 
w ire, 

E. & 0. MARI, INC. 
Manufacturers of Musically Better Strings 

Since 1600 

38--01 23rd. Avenue 
Long Island City, 5 , N . Y . 

U.S.A. 

Rectified Nylon Strings 
for the Guitar 

• Improved Tonal Quality 

• Obtainable in Graduated 
Tensions to individual 
selection 

Details from : 

BABOLAT-MAILLOT-WITT 
93 RUE ANDRE BOLLIER 

LYON . 7me., FRANCE 

THE LATEST THING ! 
TEN 

CLASSICAL SONGS 
arr. with GUITAR accompaniment 

by 
JOHN GAVALL 

• 
HERE is a fine selection of famous 

songs (by Dowland, Bach, Han
del, Mozart, Liszt, Verdi, etc.), which 
go as well with guitar as with piano 
(or even better!). Needless to say, the 
gu itar accompaniments are expertly 

arranged. 

Price - - 5 ;- net. 

• 
ELKIN & CO. LTD. 

20 Kingly St., Regent St., 
LONDON, W .1. 
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LONDON GUITAR SOCIETY 

T HE July meeting of the London Guitar Society (formerly P.S.G.) was 
held at the Caxton Hall on the 12th of the month. Four of the eight 
players had played not more than once before an audience prior to 

that evening and nerves inevitably took some toll; the standard was never
theless gratifyingly high and the audience played their part well in giving 
encouragement. · The programme was as follows : 

Stella Mackenzie - Three pieces (De Visee). 
Minuet (A. Scarlatti). 

Ernest Gjertsen Two studies (Carcassi). 
Prelude (Chilesotti lute book). 

Chris topher Nupen Pavane (Sanz). 

John Latter 

Jack Duarte 

Ballet (Gllick). 
- Study in B min . (Sor). 

Aeolian Air, Cradle Song (Duarte). 
Two gavottes (A. Scarlatti). 

- Three 16th cent. pieces (anon.). 
Andantino (Giuliani). 

INTERVAL 
Josephine Nicolino Mexican folk songs (to own guitar 

accompaniment). 
Gordon Crosskeys Uruguayan Lullaby (Savio). 

Minuet (No. 25) (Sor). 
Two studies (A & D) (Sor). 
Minuet (Mozart/Segovia). 

William Pedley - Pavane (Milan). 
Two Catalan folk songs (arr. Llobet). 
Two Mexican folk songs (Ponce). 
Variations on theme of Mozart (Sor). 

PENA GUITARRISTICA TARREGA 

T HE April concert organized by this important guitar society in 
Barcelona, Spain, was given by Manuel Cubedo (guitarist) and Yvonne 
Perez (singer). The first part of the programme consisted of songs by 

Dowland and Narvaez, with a group of negro spirituals. Then Manuel 
Cubedo played five solos: Sonata (Giuliani), Largo and Rondo (Sor), Scherzo 
Vais (Llobet), Variations on 'La Folia' (Llobet) and Capricho Arabe 
(Tarrega). The third part included songs by Granados, Ana Fort, Monreal , 
Falla, etc. 

The recitalist at the May concert was Rosa Lloret, who played groups of 
solos by Tarrega and Llobet, the Sor-Mozart variations and works by Falla, 
Granados, Mendelssohn, Albeniz, Malats, etc. A topical item was 'El amor 
es el alma del Mundo', a valse-fantasia dedicated by the composer (J. Rib6) 
to Princess Soraya, and adapted for solo guitar by Rosa Lloret. 
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MEMBERS' ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Prepaid auuouucements of up to 50 words (maximum) 5 /- per lnsertiou (U.S. 75c.). Series of sh 
for lhe price of five-25/ - (U.S. S3.50). 

FOR SALE.- Oscar Teller Spanish guitar. beautiful sonorous tone, cost £39 last year, 
accept £27 / 10 / 0. Mr. C. Bolton . 48 Alicia Avenue. Kenton , Middlesex. Telephone: 
Wordsworth 0519. 

BLANCHE MUNRO, A.G .S.M., Profe sor of Guitar at the London College of Music 
and Watford School of Music receives p upils, includ ing beginners, at Golders Green 
Studio . Enquiries SPEEDWELL 7740. 

STEVENS, LE-GRICE- The establ ishe<l school of classic gu itar. Personal tuition 
to suit your convenience. Our complete postal course is carefully made for the 
needs of di stant students; backed by our advisory service, and includes a gramo
phone record to assist beginners. Price complete £3 / 3/ 0 ($10), 29 Caledon Road, 
London , E.6. 

V ANCOUYER, Canada. Learn the modern technique of classical guitar playing, see 
Robert Neveu at Knighton's Musical Supplies Ltd., 579 Richards Street. ('Phone 
MU 1-5031). 

GUITARS of fine tone and quality. Handmade throughout by CHAMBERLAIN, 
(30 years practical experience). 1 Waterloo Street, Leicester, England. 

GUITAR (and tremolo instruments) lessons for beginners and advanced given by 
Ida Thurstans, 9 St. Ann's Road, Barnes, London, S.W.13. (Tel. Prospect 6967). 

TORONTO, Canada. Eugene M. Lucas, Teacher of the Classic Guitar. Lessons for 
beginners and advanced. 25 Quebec Avenue. Tel: RO. 2-1291. 

ADELE KRAMER, Professor at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London, 
gives lessons in Classical Guitar for beginners and up to Concert Standard. 24 
College Crescent, Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.3. (Tel : PRimrose 5366). 

APPALACHIAN DULCIMER, folk instrument of the southern Appalachian 
mountains. Rare, quaint, unusual and interesting instrument, constructed of native 
woods. Used by early English and Scottish colonial settlers to accompany their 
folk songs. Appalachian Dulcimer Company, P.O. Box 683, Staunton, Virginia, 
U .S.A. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Lessons for beginners and advanced students in classical and 
fl amenco guitar. Custom made guitars- new and used guitars of all makes. 
Contact James M. Norris, 343 W. North Avenue. Tel: Mohawk 4-6204. Also 
headquarters for lending library and information concerning the "Guitar Workshop", 
(an organization of classical and flamenco guitarists). 

CHESNAKOY. Elements of music and harmony in the study of the Classical Guitar. 
Theo retical and practical training in modern technique as a basis for development 
of artistic playing and for elimination of faults, self acquired or installed by wrong 
teaching. Progressive, selected studies. Few vacancies for students. 48a Cathcart 
Road. London, S.W.10. (FLA. 4354). 

CLASSIC GUITAR TUITION. Private lessons, and new Correspondence Course, 
with photographs, charts and modern text. Lorna Gray Guitar Studio, 40 Gordon 
Square. London, W.C.I . Tel : Eus. 6465. Write for details. 

ACOMA MUSIC SHOP, 1118 Market Street, San Francisco 2, U .S.A. Guitars, Tremolo 
in truments. Viols. G ambas, Vihuelas, Lutes, Recorders , largest selection. Expert 
repairing and restoring of old in!>truments. 

··G IT AR Ews·• back issues available- only 39, 45, 47, 48 and 49 at I / 4 a copy, 
plu potage. 

ST l)E T G !TARS-hand made with excellent tone, full size concert models
from 14 gu inea . Better models- rosewood and ebony, etc. , after Torres, from 25 
guineas. A. R. Knowle (maker). 2 Oakwell Crescent, Roundhay, Leeds 8, Yorks. 
Tel.: 6 - 09 . 
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TELEPHONE CENTRAL ZZ95 

N~LON STRINGS 
"FISOMA" 

These strings are the result of many years of patient research 
by the makers, with 175 years of experience as string makers 
to the World's Artists . · FISOMA' strings are used and 
recommended by Luise Walker. We can supply 3 distinct types 
which are specially designed for different tonal standards. Some 
instruments will produce best results by usi ng a mixed set of 
strings. E 1st Nylon 2 /-

Alloy 
D 4th 
A 5th 
E 6th 

G 3rd 

B 2nd Nylon 2/ 3 
G 3rd ylon 2 / 9 

covered Bronze covered Pure 
2/9 5/-

silver covered 
6/-

3/ 3 5/6 7/6 
3/6 7/6 9/-

Nylon, covered with Tape-section nylon 4/ lO 
Set with Alloy lower strings 16 / 6 
Set with Bronze lower strings 25 /-
Set with Silver lower strings 29 / 6 

Any set with covered G 3rd will be 2 / J extra to above. 
The Bronze and Pure Silver lower strings are finely burnished 

and very highly polished. Post free for Sets only. 

List No. 407 
" AUGUSTINE" NYLON 

E 1st plain nylon 1 /9 D 4th silver coloured alloy covered 3 /7 
B 2nd plain nylon 2/2 A 5th silver coloured alloy covered 3/11 
G 3rd plain nylon 2/3 E 6th silver coloured alloy covered 4/ 3 

D 4th gold coloured alloy covered . . . 3 /9 
A 5 tb gold coloured alloy covered . . . 4 / J 
E 6th gold coloured alloy covered . .. 4 / 5 

Per set silver colour . . . 18 /- Per set gold colour 
Post free for sets only. 

GUITAR MAKING 

18 /8 

All parts and materials for the professional and amateur maker. 
Please send for lists, post free. 

35 
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THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC GUITAR ASSOCIATION 
(A non-profit-making Organisation) 

President: L. T. Bridell, M.A.; Committee: Miss Maude Hamilton, Miss 
Joan Prior, Mr. Eric V. Ridge, Mrs. Kay Appleby (Hon. Treasurer), Mr. E ric 
Dance and Mr. P. J. Gamble, B.A. (Auditors), Mrs. A. Korwin-Rodziszewski. 

B.A. (Translator). 
Hon. Organiser: Wilfrid M. Appleby, 47 Clarence Street, Cheltenham (Glos.), 
England, to whom all communications and subscriptions should be sent. 

Foundation Member: 21 /- a year (U.S.A . $3.00) 
Supporting Member: 14/- a year (U.S.A . $2.00) 
Member (ordinary): 7/- a year (U.S.A . $1.00) 

All members receive "Guitar News"-6 issues a year. 
Non-members' subscription 7 /- a year- 6 issues "Guitar ews". 

U.S.A. payments are best made in Dollar Bills or International Money Orders 
which should be made payable to Wilfrid M. Appleby. Bank drafts require 

the addition of 25 cents for bank charges. 

Bi-monthly "GUITAR NEWS" Copyright reserved . 

Hon . Editor: Wilfrid M. Appleby. Assistant Editor : Kay ppleby 
The Editors do not necessarily ogru with the opinions expressed by c:ontributor.s . 

Gloucester Printers Ltd .. Black friars Press. Ladybclleaatc StrecL G loucarn . 


